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The Love Sponge In More Hot Water With Nielsen. Nielsen has amended its $1 million ratings tampering lawsuit against 
Bubba The Love Sponge (Todd Clem), claiming the Tampa-based syndicated host’s efforts to distort the ratings went well 
beyond the one panelist Clem publicly admitted to having contact with and extending beyond Florida 
to at least one other state. Nielsen spells out in graphic detail Clem’s alleged communications with 
four additional panelists it claims “falsified their actual listening” in response to Clem’s “solicitations 
and according to his detailed instructions.” Filed Nov. 27, the amended suit expands the ratings 
scandal beyond Clem’s Tampa stronghold to the diary market of Charleston, SC, where his show 
is heard on L.M. Communications “98 Rock” WYBB. Around May 15, 2015, a diary participant and 
Bubba fan tweeted the @BTLSRadio Twitter account with news that he was going to be a diary 
panelist, the complaint alleges. According to the suit, Clem responded via the Twitter account later 
that evening: “Hook me up big” “All morning 6a-10. Entire morning” “Uknow I hooked u up cuz.” The 
back and forth on Twitter continued, per Nielsen—Clem: “When do u get them. How many u getting” Panelist No. 3: “It says in 
the letter a few days and I should get 4” Clem: “Ok. We have to talk” Panelist No. 3: “I got ya cuzzie. Do you want me to wait 
till I get the diaries?” Clem: “[Direct message] me as soon as u get them” “You cannot call the show to discuss this.” Bubba 
Boomer—More incriminating evidence piles up against Clem; go to InsideRadio.com.

Lurid Evidence Piles Up In Nielsen’s Bubba Suit. A Tampa radio listener’s time spent listening to the Bubba the Love 
Sponge Show increased from 75 minutes in three months, to 189 hours the next month? That 15,000% increase is among the 
newest, most lurid details in the Nielsen-Bubba lawsuit. The listener, identified as Panelist No. 2, heard the show on Beasley 
Media Group’s “Bubba 98.7” WBRN after joining Nielsen’s PPM panel in Tampa, starting in May 2015. That Panelist No. 2’s 
listening to WBRN skyrocketed—along with details of illegal contact with the host—sheds new light in Nielsen’s amended 
lawsuit against Bubba (Todd Clem). Nielsen says it de-installed Panelist No. 2 on Sept. 4 and removed the suspect data 
from the survey. It also claims proof of email communication between Clem and the panelist’s girlfriend using the panelist’s 
email account. The amended suit itemizes alleged cash payments, frequent instructions sent by text message from Clem 
to panelists on what to listen to so as not to arouse Nielsen’s suspicion and even updates on when the ratings went up or 
down. Listening data from panelist No.s 4 and 5, a married couple, was deemed suspect by Nielsen “not only because it so 
highly favored Bubba Clem and WBRN, but because the location data from their PPMs indicated that they listened to WBRN 
from identical places at all times.” When Nielsen personnel visited the household to ask about their listening habits, the wife’s 
PPM couldn’t be located and the husband explained that she had recently retired and began accompanying him every day 
while traveling for work in his truck where they listened together. Nielsen claims their listening was falsified “as a direct result 
of” contact with and instructions received from Clem.

Cash Payoffs Central To Nielsen’s Bubba Claims. Picking up where it left off on its original complaint, Nielsen’s amended 
lawsuit against Bubba the Love Sponge (Todd Clem) provides more details on Clem’s July 30, 2015 handshake deal with 
the “cooperating panelist” named in the measurement giant’s first legal pass, ones that include cash payoffs. The suit claims 
Clem would pay $300 a month once he saw ratings improvements from the help of the panelist and his wife. Clem allegedly 
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put $100 in cash in the cooperating Panelist’s hand and thanked him. The panelist received another $150 in cash from Clem 
about two weeks later, according to the complaint. The suit states Clem sent a series of texts to the cooperating panelist on 
Sept. 13 that said in part: “Buddy. Horrible week...” “2.75” “We got killed.” “Did u miss a weekday last week.” On Aug. 18, Clem 
texted the cooperating panelist with more instructions and a bonus incentive, the suit claims. “Our Sunday ‘raw’ numbers 
have been running in the mid 3s. If we had those 2 [PPMs given to the Cooperating Panelist’s other household members] it 
would be about 4.25. If u start getting those I’ll give u a 100 bonus every Monday that our Sunday raw number is over 4.25” 
“That could be 400 a month extra” “Up and beyond the 300 I owe u every month starting in October” “That would be 700 
a month.” The suit, filed in U.S. District Court in the Middle District of Florida in Tampa, alleges fraud, violation of Florida’s 
Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act, tortious interference with contractual and business relations and conspiracy.

In Internet Fraud Study, New Ways To Protect Revenue. Internet fraud, malware advertising and consumption of infringed 
content cost U.S. companies $8.2 billion per year in lost revenue, according to “What is an Untrustworthy Supply Chain 
Costing the Digital Ad Industry?,” a report conducted by research firm EY. “The good guys in the supply chain are missing 
out on revenue,” Nick Terlizzi, media and entertainment advisory partner at EY, said in a webinar. The 
IAB and its members are seeking “to understand the cost to the U.S. ecosystem so we can collectively 
work on solutions,” said Sherrill Mane, the IAB’s senior VP of research, analytics and measurement. 
Content publishers, which include radio stations, are at risk of losing $2.4 billion from consumption 
of infringed content, the report says, including lost ad revenue and improper sharing of subscription 
services. Losses from malware and invalid traffic are also hurting revenues and driving up company’s costs as they work to 
increase their own security. Publishers, advertisers, agencies and networks—businesses all involved in the online supply 
chain—need to “band together to address trust issues,” Terlizzi said. Some ways to cut down on the illicit online activities 
that lead to losses, Terlizzi said, is to stop serving ads to sites with infringed content and for companies to improve their own 
digital security. The impact that fraud and piracy have on online revenue is the first phase of the IAB’s study; the second 
stage will involve suggestions for improving media transparency and brand safety. 

Advertisers Drawn To Engaged Podcast Listeners. The second season of NPR’s hit “Serial” debuts soon—one of many 
reasons podcasts are in the spotlight—and more marketers are looking for ways to get on board to reach the highly-engaged 
audience and keep up with media trends. According to Westwood One’s “State of American Podcasting” report, 41% of 
advertisers surveyed have considered podcast advertising, but only 15% were currently advertising in the medium. But the 
ranks are growing. Pandora, the exclusive streaming partner for “Serial” and another popular NPR Podcast, “This American 
Life,” has signed Warner Bros. and Esurance as sponsors. Thanks in part to “Serial,” awareness and use of podcasts is 
growing, and advertisers are following suit. Several radio station groups have made significant investments recently in 
podcasting, including Hubbard Radio, which now owns a 30% stake in the PodcastOne network, and E.W. Scripps, which 
in July acquired podcast producer Midroll Media. In Q4, Midroll is running ads for Chipotle and GE, and GE has created a 
cobranded, sci-fi podcast with Slate’s Panoply network. “It used to be that we’d go to advertisers and step one was explaining 
what the heck a podcast is. That happens much less often [now],” Lex Friedman, executive VP of sales and development 
at Midroll, told Adweek. A recent study of Chipotle’s advertising on a Midroll podcast, “WTF With Marc Maron,” showed 
90% of listeners could recall the restaurant’s ad. Listener numbers are also a big selling point. In its first season, “Serial” 
attracted more than 100 million downloads on iTunes, averaging around 8.3 million per episode. And more than 46 million 
Americans download at least one podcast per month, according Edison Research, and the audience is more educated and 
have higher incomes. No Knocking the Opportunity—Solid listener figures make podcasts a good ad bet for clients; 
go to InsideRadio.com.

Is Tom Joyner’s Continued Tenure a Reach Or No? Are reports of Tom Joyner’s coming forced early retirement, to 
paraphrase Mark Twain, greatly exaggerated? That’s the question, as the fate of the popular syndicated morning man 
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remains somewhat in rumor-mill flux following an explosive story in the UK’s Daily Mail. The story claims Joyner will be 
jettisoned concurrently with President Obama’s exit from the White House in early 2017. “Any stories that suggest major 
changes to the Tom Joyner Morning Show are inaccurate,” Reach Media, a subsidiary of Radio One, said in a statement. 
“Tom Joyner is under contract with Reach Media until the end of 2017. We expect that Reach will continue to syndicate 
Tom’s show beyond that date and for as long as he would like to be on the air.” That didn’t stop the company from doing 
damage control throughout the day, primarily because, while Reach says it plans on sticking with Joyner for the long haul, it 
acknowledges that there could be some changes to the host’s market clearance map. “There has always been refinements 
and updates to the show as well as market changes due to local conditions, and there may be some in the future,” the 
statement says. While the situation remains fluid, Radio One has talked about replacing Joyner with Reach-syndicated 
host Russ Parr in 4-5 markets in the first week of January 2016, according to a source, with Washington, DC and Baltimore 
among the markets cited. Solid State?—Reach exec Marty Raab talks about what Joyner still brings to the table; go 
to InsideRadio.com.

New Clip Tech Allows For Sharing Archived Audio. Radio stations have a new means to repurpose, record, share 
and clip previously aired content, via a just-launched platform from Radio Rewind. The product, which was three years in 
development, allows outlets to auto-record some or all of their broadcast content, then reach into 
their archives to clip excerpts for social sharing. It also lets any user clip and share broadcast audio 
on social media. Cumulus Media talk WABC New York (770) is one of about 30 stations that has 
signed on. In a user test, RAIN reports that the platform is “elegantly simple. It was easy to assign 
a time and clip length. After the clip loaded (which took a minute or so), we could assign start and 
end points for the snackable, shareable clip. From there, saving the clip led to a Web page where 
it could be socialized.” The product utilizes two dashboards, a back end for radio stations and front 
end for the public. Subscribing radio stations may withhold some or all of their content from the 
public platform, while they can also use it as an extension to on-demand audio. The station cost is 
$100/week, while it is free for users, without pesky registration sign-up. “Stations using Rewind Radio tell us it is perfect for 
sharing quick turn-around audio,” Radio Rewind CEO Steve Ahern told RAIN. “Podcasts and audio downloads are useful for 
long-form content, but there are lots of short grabs and interviews that never make it to a station’s webpage, social media or 
podcast feed because they take too much work to edit. Rewind Radio streamlines that process.”

Smartphone Use Reaches Four-Fifths Of U.S. Smartphones have more than reached critical mass as a critical accessory. 
Nielsen’s Connected Devices report for third-quarter 2015 reveals that four-fifths the U.S. population have the ubiquitous 
device (a number that’s growing), and they’re used for countless tasks. According to Nielsen Mobile Insights, smartphone 
ownership is up 8%, compared to the same period in 2014. “Whether it be taking pictures of gatherings around the dinner 
table, posting pictures and tweets to social networking sites, looking up recipes for the best ingredient for a holiday dessert 
or checking the score of the football game, the number of uses for smartphones are just as varied as individual family 
traditions,” the study says. In addition, Nielsen Mobile Netview says that as of October, the most popular app categories 
(based on time spent per month) are search engines, portals and social networking apps, soaking up 16 hours and 2 
minutes of usage. Users utilize entertainment apps for 13 hours and 27 minutes each month, and communication apps grab 
4 hours and 39 minutes. Nielsen’s People Meter Panel also notes that tablet penetration has seen significant growth year-
over-year: For Q3 2015, 39% report owning tablets, a massive 30% increase over 2014.

Entercom Creates Content Opportunity Post For Huth. Entercom has become the latest major radio chain to recruit an 
executive from outside the industry to focus on forging new partnerships and developing new content. The nation’s fourth-
largest radio company is bringing in Liana Huth as VP of programming innovation, a newly created position. Entercom 
says Huth, who will report to president of programming Pat Paxton, will be responsible for creating and developing content 
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opportunities and strategic partnerships to drive ratings and revenue across all of its platforms. Huth’s background is in 
content development, creative partnerships and event marketing. She most recently was senior VP of partnerships at music-
focused cable TV channel Fuse, from Oct. 2011-Sept. 2014. Before that she spent three and a half 
years as VP of marketing for concerts, bookings and attractions at The Madison Square Garden 
Company and a dozen years as a VP at Columbia Records. She also held marketing, publicity and 
promotion positions at music clubs in the Washington, DC area. “Liana is a creative trailblazer with a 
distinguished track record of content creation, innovative thinking and partnership building,” Paxton 
said in a news release. “I could not be more excited to add this pivotal new role to the company, and 
to bring in Liana to kick it off.” Added Huth, “I am fired up about expanding our brands through leading-
edge original programming and with a wide range of partners looking to connect with Entercom’s 
platforms.” Her arrival is part of a growing radio industry trend of creating new corporate positions to drive revenue via new 
partnerships, creating event marketing opportunities and leveraging proprietary content. CBS Radio, Cumulus Media and 
iHeartMedia have recently gone outside their organizations to add similar corporate positions. 

In Atlanta, Charity Now Begins At Cumulus. Station promotion calendars often tilt heavily toward charity radiothons as 
the holiday season gets underway. And while charitable organizations typically stick with one radio partner long-term, in 
Atlanta, there is a notable changing of the guard for Children’s Healthcare. After a decade with a competing station, the 
organization has aligned with four Cumulus Media radio stations in the market—top 40 “Q100” WWWQ, classic rock “Rock 
100.5” WNNX, country “Kicks 101.5” WKHX and “NewsRadio 106.7” WYAY. Each station will commandeer a radiothon for 
13 hours on Friday, Dec. 11 from 6am to 7pm, featuring stories from families and patients. Sharon Robinson, manager of 
Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals, told the Atlanta Journal-Constitution that other hospitals in its national network have 
also teamed with Cumulus. Teaming with Cumulus marks a novel about-face for the organization, which opted to end its 
partnership with CHR “Star 94” WSTR after listener donations declined. The newspaper reports that the station raised $7.2 
million from 2004-10, compared with $85,000 in 2014. Amid ratings issues, Star was sold by Lincoln Financial Group to 
Entercom, along with 14 other stations, in a deal that closed in July. Meanwhile, in San Diego, AC “Magic 92.5” XHRM-FM 
will host its annual 14-hour Christmas Wish-A-Thon Wednesday, Dec. 2, hosted by “Jagger & Kristi in the Morning.” The 
outlet, operated by Local Media San Diego, will broadcast from 5am to 7pm. Listeners, businesses and community members 
will be encouraged to help San Diego families nominated to receive a “Christmas Wish.” And Emmis’ talk WIBC Indianapolis 
(93.1) will broadcast its 21st annual radiothon for 36 hours Dec. 4-5 to benefit the Salvation Army Bed and Bread Club of 
Central Indiana. The fundraiser brought it more than $255,000 in 2014.

Want A Ratings Boost? Engage Your Listeners More. The key to boosting station ratings? It’s actually less about 
expensive marketing and promotion or bringing in new listeners from other stations than it is about persuading current 
listeners to tune in more often, according to consultant Tracy Johnson. In a Tuesday webinar, “The Ratings Game: How It 
Works and How To Win,” Johnson, president and CEO of his self-named Media Group, advised participants, “It would be 
nice to get more listeners, but you don’t need more listeners to drive your show or your station in a meaningful way. It’s all 
about persuading current listeners to use you more and to listen more frequently.” Johnson explained that with Nielsen’s 
PPM ratings methodology, the average P1 radio listener tunes in two days per week for three Average Quarter Hours a 
week—thus utilizing a favorite radio station for all of six Average Quarter Hours in that time period. By Johnson’s math, that 
equates to 50% of a station’s daily cume listening for less than 2.5 minutes a day—or, missing about 95.5% of a daily show. 
Here, he calls upon the “power of plus-one; get your listeners to tune in one more time a day and one more day per week. 
If you can drive quarter-hours from 3 to 4 and days per week from 2 to 3, you will double your ratings.” To which Johnson 
acknowledges, “It’s simple, but it’s not easy.” How Does It Get Done?—Johnson offers his plan to help stations get 
distracted listeners to tune in more; go to InsideRadio.com.
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ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE WITH LIST
SACRAMENTO

Entravision Sacramento is looking for a radio seller with 
an affinity and experience selling the CHR format for Hit 
Music Station Hot 103.5FM. Duties also include selling Wolf 
101.9FM, and top Spanish language stations Jose 104.3FM 
and Tricolor 99.9FM. Ideal candidate is a strongwilled, 
forceful, and determined sales professional who can call 
on local businesses to sell integrated marketing solutions 
that include radio, digital and event marketing. Candidate 
will manage an existing list as well as COLD CALL for new 
business development. Must have strong communication 
and presentation skills and develop customized marketing 
plans that include research. Must be customer focused and 
able to adapt to different selling situations. Periodic client 
entertainment is required. Guaranteed draw, generous 
commission and bonus structure. Candidate must prospect 
and develop new business. Knowledge of Wide Orbit, Nielsen, 
Salesforce as well as Microsoft Office.

Send resume with cover letter to: 
evcsacjobs@entravision.com

Entravision Communications is an EOE.  

Come join the sales team at one of the finest 
broadcast companies in America!

Salem Media of New York is looking for a Sales Manager 
for our two local radio stations, AM 970 The Answer and 
AM 570 The Mission. Key to this position is the ability to 
energetically and creatively lead a sales team in local direct 
spot sales campaigns. This position is ideal for an individual 
who is experienced as a sales manager or an accomplished 
AE looking to take the next step in his/her career.  Salem 
offers a competitive salary and comprehensive benefits.  
Please CLICK HERE to apply. 

Or, Contact: Laura Sheaffer 
Assistant to General Manager, Jerry Crowley

laura@nycradio.com 
Call 212-857-9639 

to schedule an interview. 

Salem Media Group is an equal opportunity employer.

SALES MANAGER — NEW YORK
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

LSM & DSM — HEARST RADIO
BALTIMORE

Hearst is one of the nation’s most 
diversified media, information and 

technology companies and we believe 
in impactful live and local radio. 
Our Baltimore stations are news/

talk powerhouse WBAL-AM and the 
legendary 98 ROCK, and we are the 

flagship for the Baltimore Ravens
 and Navy Football. We need both a 
Local Sales Manager and Digital 

Sales Manager who share our desire 
to combine superior local content with 

exceptional sales leadership.  Our 
team is determined and energetic, and 
our work environment is respectable 
with a high standard of excellence.  

 

To Apply and Learn more about Hearst 
and these leadership opportunities: 

CLICK HERE
EOE
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